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What is Good Web Design?
Why is It Important?

Web design equals the look and the feel of a 
website
Good web design is effective display of the 
above
Helps usability
Helps organization
Sets up expectations



What is Usability?

Created 10 years ago to replace the term “user 
friendly”
Usability is very much like quality: you typically notice 
it only when it is missing
– Consistency of presentation and controls across the site 
– Logical and natural organization of information: clear 

structure, systematic labels, clear and meaningful labels 
– Efficient navigation: the amount of time and effort the user 

needs to exert in order to move around the site (where is 
s/he in the site? where can s/he go? how can s/he go 
back?)

http://www.usablenet.com/accessibility_usability/usability.html



How to Become Usable…

On every page at the same place have:
– Menu, link to a site map, link to your e-mail, search 

engine, website title, footer and page title
Have a consistent font and color scheme 
throughout
Don’t go deeper than four levels in your website
Be organized



What is Organization?

If your site is organized well, then your users 
will be able to find the information more easily 
(and so will you)
If somebody has to do a Ctrl +F search for a 
keyword to find something on a page, you have 
an organization problem
Organization is great because once you have 
an outline, you can keep it updated



How to Organize…

Create an outline (or flowchart) of your pages
Go through the outline and remove any duplicate 
pages
Go through again and see if there are any pages that 
can be combined
Go through again and group the pages together under 
a common theme
Take this final outline and reorganize it into a new 
outline that is logical to you and your users
Make your menus from this outline; use words that 
everyone will understand 



Our Test Subject

The AKGenWeb Project
– Immediate Problems:

• No Menu
• No Organization
• Background and Consistency Issues
• Hard to Use
• Broken Links
• BAD WEB DESIGN



Example of Beginning Outline

Is a Borough
the same thing
as a county?

Bad spelling
could cause
user error.

Why is this 
not listed 
chronologically?

No Organization



Example of Ending Outline

Adding the word 
“Counties” is 
beneficial to those 
users who are 
not familiar with
the setup of Alaska.

If all else fails, your 
user will be able to 
find the page.

Chronological
listing helps the 
user find things 
in a logical 
manner.

Four Levels



What Would My Main
Menu Look Like?

Levels 1 and 2 convert to your menu.



What About Sub Menus?

They are not necessary, but will help navigation
Always have them at the same place on every page
Always have them look the same on every page
Keep in mind that as you add sub-pages, you will have 
to go back and add them to the sub-menu; this can be 
time consuming
A better solution could be to have a gateway page
Don’t forget to use subtitles if applicable (Clermont)



Menu and Sub Menu Example
1996 | 1997 | 1998 | Unknown | GenConnect

Queries

Please visit the appropriate Borough page to submit queries when the location is 
known. Please use all CAPS in Surnames only. Queries MUST list the relevant 
area of state, plus timeframe, occupation, any known details that you have will 
help researchers identify your ancestor. Names only will not suffice.

David Carlson CARLSON; Carl Magnus CARLSON mining supervisor at 
Pioneer Mining Co., Nome 1902-1912. ch: Walfrid, Hanny, Anna, & Emma Bata
all b Sweden, imm US 1880's; settled Skagway, Dawson, then Nome. 2 m 
PETERSONs. Also seeking info on Pioneer Mining Company and any lost 
relatives out there. 

Verna Bice LEACH; Franlin M. LEACH res AK ca 1919 till d 1930-40's. Maybe 
Doctor? Any info. or 218 Flag Dr.W., Lake Jackson, TX 77566 

This works better for those using a WSYWYG



Clermont County, Ohio

This works better for those using a WSYWYG



Gateway Example

Queries

1996
1997
1998
1999 - Present
Unknown
GenConnect

This works better for those who hand code



Organizing a Front Page

Now that we know our outline and have our inside 
pages worked out, what should be on the front page?
– Don’t have any content on the front page in large letters; it 

is harder to find things that way
– Don’t have a very long front page as it frustrates your users; 

they want something easy to find
– Don’t forget your outline – is there a way to make a portal 

on the front page that will reflect your information?
– Let’s consider the outline that we made earlier…



Final Outline



Making a Portal

Let’s use the second
level in our outline
as headings.

We’ll use the third
level in our outline 
as our sub areas

This is just one example of a way to maximize your 
usability that I have found successful.

The name of the website
should be on every page.



Benefits of the Portal

Your users can find the information they are 
looking for from the first page of your site
You can keep your thoughts, notes and website 
organized
Your front page will probably be quicker to load
Your users will probably stay on your site 
instead of using the back key



Disadvantages of a Portal

Artistic creativity is put on the backburner
Users will not explore your website as much; 
rather they will go straight to the information 
that they want
Has to be updated every time you add a third 
level
No content will go on the front page



About Footers

Don’t make your footer some gigantic creature 
that takes over the page
Keep your footer short and sweet and the same 
on every page
Here is the one that I like to use:

I can be contacted
from every page.The site can be searched from every page.

The most 
important links
are available 
from every 
page.



We went from this to…



The Successful Front Page and…



Inside Page



About Expectations

If your site is setup correctly, then your user’s 
expectations will be correctly set
They will know where to go to get what information
In our example, they will always know where to go to 
e-mail you and they will always know how to get back 
to your home page
Color scheme also sets up the correct expectation 
because they will always know when they have left 
your site


